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Abstract 
It is well-known that every closed orientable 3-manifold M 3 is the 3-fold simple covering 
M3(K,o))  of  S 3 branched over a knot K: hence, M 3 may be visualized by the associated 
coloured knot (K, co). On the other hand, PL-manifolds of arbitrary dimension may be repre- 
sented by coloured graphs, via pseudosimplicial triangulations. The present paper produces an 
algorithm to construct a 4-coloured graph representing M3(K ,  co), directly 'drawn over' the 
coloured knot (K, o)). 
1. The algorithm 
A simple 3-represented knot is pair (K, co), where K c 5 3 is a (non-trivial) knot and 
~o: rq(S 3 K )~ S3 (2;3 being the symmetric group on three elements) is a transitive 
representation f the knot group, which sends meridians to transpositions. 
Basic results of branched coverings theory I-8] assert that (K, co) uniquely defines 
a closed orientable 3-manifold M3(K,o)), which is the 3-fold simple covering of 5 3 
branched over K, with monodromy co. On the other hand, a well-known theorem of 
Hilden and Montesinos states that every closed orientable 3-manifold M 3 is an 
M3(K,~o),  for some simple 3-represented knot (K,o)) [9, 12]. 
I f~  is a planar diagram 1of K, the simple 3-represented knot (K, co) (and, hence, the 
3-manifold M3(K,o))) may be easily visualized by the so called coloured diagram 
(9,09): it is sufficient o colour each arc of ~ by means of G(=green), R(=red) or 
"~: Work performed under the auspicies of the GNSAGA of the CNR (National Research Council of Italy) 
and financially supported by MURST of Italy (project 'Geometria Reale e Complessa'). 
1This means that the knot K is embedded in 53=~3w{oG} so that the part of K in the plane 
n : [~2 = E2 × {0} is a collection of n disjoint arcs (the diagram ~ of K) and the projection of K on the plane 
n consists of all regular points, but n double points (the crossings of 9). 
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B(=blue), according to whether the transposition associated to the corresponding 
meridian is (1,2), (1,3) or (2, 3) [-3]. 
The properties o fo  ensure that at least wo colours are used, and that the colours of 
the arcs incident to a crossing are either all the same, or all distinct. Moreover, 
Lemma 1 of Section 3 gives us the possibility of dealing only with 3-coloured iagrams, 
i.e. coloured diagrams such that, at every crossing, the incident arcs have distinct 
colours. 
In this paper, the representation theory of 3-manifolds by coloured diagrams is 
related to the one by edge-coloured graphs [-1,7, 13, 14]; more precisely, we prove 
the existence of a quick algorithm to construct a 4-coloured graph (F, 7)= F(@, ~) 
representing M3(K, og), directly 'drawn over' a 3-coloured diagram (9,09) of the 
knot K. 
The algorithm works as follows. 
Let (9, ~o) be a 3-coloured iagram of a knot K, with n (~> 3) crossings, cl, c2 . . . . .  c,; 
let R R ~R (resp. G ~ ~G B B ~1,~2 . . . .  ) (resp. ~1,~2,  , 0~B.) be the R-coloured ~1,~2,  " ' '~  sR . . . . . .  
(resp. G-coloured) (resp. B-coloured) arcs of (~,~o), with sg>~ 1, s~ >~ 1, s~>~ 1 and 
SR ,-}- S6.-}- SB= n. 
(1) For every s = l, ..., SR (resp. s-= l, ..., SG), thicken the arc ~R (resp. ~G) to a 'strip' 
S~ (resp. sG), in such a way that the strips S~ and S G have disjoint interiors, and that, if 
G the arcs ~ and s 0 are incident to the same crossing ci, then OS, a and 0S~ have 
a common edge, denoted by el. 
(2) For every i = 1 .. . . .  n, denoted by vl and vl the end-points of the edge el, so that v~ 
precedes vl, by walking along OS~ (s = 1 .... .  SR) in a fixed orientation of the plane. 
(3) For every i= 1 . . . . .  n, colour the edge e~ by 3. 
(4) For every s = 1 .. . . .  sR (resp. s = 1,..., s~), complete the colouring on the set ~ 
(resp. ~s) of edges of ~S~-(~ '= x {e,})(resp. ~S~-(U~'= a {e~})) by 0 (resp. 1). 
(5) For every i= 1 . . . . .  n, consider the B-coloured arc e~i)incident tothe crossing c~; 
then, draw a 2-coloured edge b~ between vl and vi~ iff, by walking around e~(~)n in the 
fixed orientation of the plane, starting from the R-coloured arc incident in cl, the first 
incident R-coloured arc is incident in cj~). 
Let (F, 7)= F(@, o) denote the 4-edge coloured graph having 
t V(r )  = { vi, vi 
i 
as vertex set and 
E(F) = (i=Q)x {el} )U  (~ i  ~s)~ (s~l aJs)U (i=~ {bl} ) 
as edge set, with the above colouring. 
Theorem 1. For every 3-coloured iagram (9, ~o) of K, the 4-coloured graph F(~, 09) 
represents M3(K, •). 







The proof will be presented in Section 3, and is essentially based on a general 
construction - -  due to [-2] briefly exposed in Section 2. 
Figs. 1-4  illustrate the algorithm for a 3-coloured diagram (@, ~0) of a knot K such 
that M3(K, og) =L(2,  1). 






As a consequence of our algorithm and of the Hilden-Montesinos theorem, we have 
the following: 
Corollary 2. Every closed orientable 3-manifold M a is representable by a 4-coloured 
graph F(~, oo),for some 3-coloured diagram (~,¢o) of a knot K. 
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2. Preliminaries 
In this section we give a brief account of the representation theory of PL-manifolds 
by edge-coloured graphs, and describe a general construction, internal to this theory, 
on which our algorithm is based on. 
A pair (F,~,) is said to be an (n+ 1)-coloured graph if F is a multigraph (possibly 
with multiple edges, but without loops) regular of degree n+ 1 and ~,:E(F)--*ff 
(with cardinality #C£=n+l )  is an edge-colouring, such that adjacent edges 
have different colours. Unless otherwise stated, we will always assume cg=zl.= 
{0,1 . . . . .  n}. 
The edge-colouring provides precise instructions to construct a pseudosimplicial 
complex K(F): 
(i) for each vertex v~ V(F), consider an n-simplex a(v), and label its n+ 1 vertices 
by the elements of A.; 
(ii) if two vertices vand w are joined in F by an edge e, with ?(e)= c, then identify the 
(n -  D-faces of a(v) and a(w) opposite to the vertex coloured c, so that equally labelled 
vertices coincide. 
We will say that (F,?) represents K(F), IK(F)[ and every PL-homeomorphic 
space. 
For each ~ _ A., with # ~ = m, the ~-residues are the connected components of 
the m-coloured graph F~=(V(F),? -~ (~)) ;  the number of ~-residues is usually 
denoted by g~, or by gf if ~= A,--{i}. By construction, there is a bijection between 
the ~-residues of F and the (n-m)-simplices of K(F) whose vertices are labelled 
by A . - -~ .  
Note that the construction of the pseudocomplex K(F) naturally induces a colour- 
ing on its vertex set So(K), i.e. a map ~: So(K) ~A,  which is injective on each simplex 
of K(F). On the other hand, a pseudocomplex K with such a vertex coloration (i.e. 
a labelled pseudocomplex) and with the property that the disjoint star of every simplex 
is strongly connected, is said to be a representable pseudocomplex, since the above 
construction can be easily reversed, yielding a (unique) (n + 1)-coloured graph (F, ~,), 
with K(F)=K. 
The starting point of this theory is as follows. 
Existence Theorem (Pezzana [13]). Every closed n-manifold M" admits an (n+l)-  
coloured graph F representing it. 
Moreover, F is bipartite iff M" is orientable. 
A finite set of moves (called dipole moves) on (n + 1)-coloured graphs exists, which 
translates the homeomorphism of the represented manifolds. By an h-dipole (1 <~ h <,% n) 
of an (n + 1)-coloured graph F is meant a subgraph O, formed by two vertices x, y 
joined by h edges, with colours dl,d2 ..... dhe A,, such that x, y belong to distinct 
A . -{da . . . . .  dh}-residues of F. The elimination of an h-dipole O consists of can- 
celling O from F and welding the 'hanging' edges of the same colour c, for each 
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cEA. -{d l  . . . . .  dh}; the insertion of an h-dipole is the inverse procedure. In [6] it 
is proved that two (n+l)-coloured graphs F and F' represent he same closed 
n-manifold iff they can be obtained from each other by dipole moves, i.e. by elimina- 
tions and/or insertions of h-dipoles, for 1 ~< h ~< n. 
See [7] for a survey on subsequent improvements and extensions of the Existence 
Theorem, and related topics. 
In order to describe the standard method, due to [-2], for constructing 4-coloured 
graphs representing branched coverings of 5 3 , it is necessary to introduce the 
following structure: 
An (a, b, c)-graph C' of length 4h is a 3-coloured graph (with color set {a,b,c}) 
t 1 having V(C')= {Vl, vl, . . . ,  V2h, Vzh} as vertex set, and such that vl is a-adjacent (resp. 
b-adjacent) (resp. c-adjacent) to vl- 1 (resp. v[) (resp. V'Zh-i+ 1), the sums being intended 
mod 2h. The (unique) {a, b}-residue C of an (a, b, c}-graph C' is said to be the boundary 
of C'. 
Let now @ be a planar diagram of a link L, with n >0 crossings; label the arcs 
~l,eZ . . . . .  ~. and the crossings Ca,C2 .. . . .  c, of 9 so that the sequence 
~1, cl, ~2, Ca . . . . .  ~,, c. is consistent with a fixed orientation of each component of L. 
For each i=1,2 .. . . .  n, let h~>0 be the number of undercrossings of the arc e~; 
obviously, Z~'= a hi = n. 
The graph (F, ~), constructed on the plane containing 9 by the following rules, is 
proved to represent a pseudocomplex triangulating 5 3 and having the link L as 
a subcomplex of its 1-skeleton: 
(a) consider a (0, 1, 3)-graph Tj of length eight for each crossing cj of 9 ;  
(b) draw the 2-coloured edges so that each arc e~ of 9 is contained in the interior of 
the 2-cell bounded by the boundary L~ of a (3,2,0)-graph L~ of length 4(hi+ 1). 
v ~-~(i) v -1  X -z ( / )  Let (X  = {xl, x2 .. . . .  x.}; R = {rl, rz . . . . .  r,} ), with ri=,,i~6,)~,i+l, 6~,) 
(e: [~. ~ { _-!- 1)} and 6 : ~1. ~ ~.) be the Wirtinger presentation of 7r I (S 3 -  L) asso- 
ciated to the diagram 9.  Then, it is possible to orient every 0-coloured edge of(F, ~) so 
that, by walking along the boundary Tj of Tj (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n) with a suitable orientation 
of the plane, and by writing x~ for every 0-coloured edge belonging to L~ (with _+ 1 
exponent whether or not the orientation on the edge is the one induced by T~), exactly 
the relator rj is obtained. 
Now, if co: rCl(~ 3 -  L)~Zd is a transitive d-representation f the link group (i.e. if 
(L, co) is a d-represented link), let (/~, ~) be the the 4-coioured graph obtained by the 
following rules: 
(a') set V(/Z)= V(F) × ~d; 
(b') for each c ~ { 1,2, 3} and i ~ ~d, join (v, i) with (w, i) by a c-coloured edge iff v and 
w are c-adjacent in (F, ~); 
(c') join (v, i) with (w,j) by a 0-coloured edge iffthere is an oriented 0-coloured edge 
in L~ from v to w, and co(xh)(i)=j. 
The main result of [2] states that K(/z) is the closed orientable 3-manifold 
M3(L, co), which is the d-fold covering space of 5 3 branched over L with associated 
monodromy ~o. 
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3. Main results 
The algorithm described in Section 1 starts with the hypothesis of a 3-coloured 
diagram of a knot, i.e. a coloured diagram such that, at every crossing, the incident 
arcs have distinct colours; the generality of the assumption is ensured by the following 
result. 
Lemma 1. Every simple 3-represented knot (K, co) admits a 3-coloured diagram (9, o9). 
Proof. Let (~,o9) be a coloured diagram of knot K, with n>0 crossings. Since 
co:hi (5 3 -  K)~ $3 is supposed to be transitive, ~ contains at least one crossing F such 
that its incident arcs have distinct colours; then, label the arcs ctl, ~2 .... ,7n and the 
crossings cl, c2, ... ,c, of ~ so that the sequence ~l,C~, ~2, c2, ..., ~,  cn is consistent 
with a fixed orientation f K, and F is the first undercrossing ofthe arc t 1 (in the fixed 
orientation). 
Now, walk along K in the fixed orientation, starting from ax, and looking for 
monochromatic undercrossings (i.e. undercrossings such that all their incident arcs have 
the same colour). If no such crossing exists, then (~, co) itself is the required 3-coloured 
diagram of K. Otherwise, let ci the first monochromatic undercrossing of ~;  further, 
let c, be the previous undercrossing of ~, and let ~j(resp. ct,) be the arc to which 
cg(resp. Ck) belongs, with 1 ~ ~< f 
If fCj~ make the monochromatic crossing consecutive to c~ under the same arc by 
applying f - f~> 1 moves of type M1 (described in Fig. 5, where the colours d,d',d" 
are either all the same or all distinct), which are obvious sequences of coloured 
Reidemeister moves (see [ 10]). Then, the monochromatic undercrossing is eliminated, 
by applying move M2 (described in Fig. 6, where the colours d, d', d" are always all 
distinct), which is an obvious sequence of coloured Reidemeister moves, too. 
Note that the above procedure does not create new monochromatic undercrossings 
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/ tZ  zF~ . _ _ _ - - .  
Fig. 7. 
R 
diagram (9,~o) of K is obtained, with n '>n crossings, satisfying the 3-colouring 
condition. [] 
The 3-coloured iagram (9, co) presented in Fig. 1 is the result of the procedure 
described in the above proof, applied to the coloured iagram (~, o3) shown in Fig. 7. 
We are now able to prove Theorem 1 (see Section 1). 
Proof of Theorem 1. According to Section 1, let (9,co) be a 3-coloured iagram of 
a knot K, with n(~>3) crossings, c l , c2 , . . . , c . ,  and let ~n,~g .... .  ~ (resp. 
G G o~G ~1 ,~2 . . . . . . .  ) (resp. ~ ,  ~ ,  . . . ,~,)  be the R-coloured (resp. G-coloured) (resp. B- 
coloured) arcs of (9, co), with sR ~> 1, s G ~> 1, s~> 1 and sR + sc + sB=n. For every 
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ce {R, G,B} and for every se{1 ..... s~}, let h] be the number of undercrossings of the 
arc ~; obviously, 32~.~h] =n. Then, the graph (/=,~) representing S s and having 
K embedded in its 1-skeleton (see Section 2), consists of a (0, 1, 3)-graph Tj of length 
eight for each crossing cj ( j= 1 .. . . .  n) and a (3, 2, 0)-graph L'[ of length 4(hi+ 1) for 
each arc e,C(c • {R, G, B}, s • { 1 .. . . .  s~ }); note that, in every L; ~, hi pairs of 3-coloured 
edges (joined by colour 0) correspond to the pairs of arcs incident he undercrossings 
of a]. Now, since ~o is a simple 3-representation f the knot group, it is easy to check 
that the construction of (/~, ~) described in Section 2 may be simply obtained by the 
following rules (without orienting the 0-coloured edges of (/=, ~)): 
(a') set V(/~)= V(F) x IN3; 
(b') for each c • { l, 2, 3} and i • Na, join (v, i) with (w, i) by a c-coloured edge iff v and 
w are c-adjacent in (F, ~); 
(c') join (v, 1) with (w, 2), (v,2) with (w, 1) and (v, 3) with (w, 3) (resp. (v, 1) with (w, 3), 
(v, 3) with (w, 1) and (v, 2) with (w, 2)) (resp. (v, 2) with (w, 3), (v, 3) with (w, 2) and (v, 1) 
with (w, 1)) by a 0-coloured edge iff v and w are joined in (/=, p) by a 0-coloured edge 
belonging to an L; ~, s = 1 .. . . .  sa (resp. L; g, s = 1 .. . . .  Sg) (resp. L; n, s = 1 .. . . .  sn). 
Let us now consider the bijection ~b:{G,R,B}~{1,2,3} defined by ~b(G)=3, 
4~(R)=2 and ~b(B)=l; we may say that, for each arc ~ of ~(ce{R,G,B}, 
s • { 1 . . . . .  so}) there is a copy *~C)L]C of the (3, 2, 0)-graph L; c which belongs to the fold 
~b(c) of the covering, while other two copies ~J)L], ~k)L] of the boundary L] of L; c, 
belonging to the remaining folds j and k (with {j,k, dp(c)}={l,2,3}), are joined 
together by colour 0. 
It is easy to check the existence, for every (3,2,0)-graph *~)L; ~ (c•{R,G,B}, 
s • { 1 . . . . .  s¢}) of a sequence of 2h~+l 2-dipoles (of colours {3, 0} and {2, 0} alterna- 
tively) and one 3-dipole (of colours {3, 2,0}), whose eliminations make e~C)L~ com- 
pletely disappear. Moreover, for every arc c~ of @ and for every j#  ~b(c), these dipole 
eliminations originate h~ 2-dipoles of colours {3, 1} over the 3-coloured ges of 
(~)L~ corresponding to q~-~(j)-coloured arcs incident the undercrossings of ~] 
(c• {R, G, B}, s• {1,... ,so}). By eliminating these latter dipoles, a new 4-coloured 
graph iF',7') is obtained, with the following, easily verifiable, properties: 
• # V(F ' )= 12n; 
• 9o=3;  
• g i=n;  
• F' contains 2n {2,3}-residues ~J)S], with ce{R,G,B}, se{l . . . . .  s¢} and 
j • { 1, 2, 3} - qS(c), of length 2(h~ + 2); 
• every {0,2}-, {0,3}- and {1,3}-residue of C' has length four; 
• every {0, 1}-residue of F' has length six. 
This ensures the existence of a labelled pseudocomplex /( such that K(F') is 
obtained from /( by applying the following procedure to every 3-simplex a: 
(1) baricentrically subdivide the 2-simplex ~ opposite to the 3-labelled vertex vg; 
(2) label every vertex u with the dimension of the face ~ whose baricenter is u; 
(3) star from v~. 
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Since I K] = [K(F')I,/~ is obviously a representable pseudocomplex; then, let (F, y) be 
the (unique) 4-coloured graph such that K(F)=/~. It is now easy to check that (F, 7) is 
colour-isomorphic (apart from possible permutations ofcolours {0, 1, 2}) to the graph 
F(9, co) obtained by the algorithm described in Section 1: the n coloured edges of(F, 7) 
correspond to the classes of 3-coloured edges of (F', 7') associated to the same crossing 
of the diagram 9, while the {0, 3}-residues (resp. { 1,3}-residues) (resp. {2, 3}-residues) 
of (F,7) arise from the {2,3}-residues °)S~,s= 1,2 . . . . .  sR (resp. (2)S~,s= 1,2 . . . . .  sG) 
(resp. ~3)S~,s= 1,2 . . . . .  sB) of (F', 7'). 
This completes our proof. [] 
Remark A. The 4-coloured graph (F, 7)= F(@, co) has 
gb=gi=g~=l, g~=3. 
The first chain of equality s a direct consequence ofg6 = 3 and of the fact that K(F) 
is obtained from K(F') by baricentrically subdividing the 2-simplexes opposite to 
3-labelled vertices. The second equality follows from go,3 + gLa +g2,3 = n (the total 
number of arcs of 9), applied to the general relation 2gi,i,k=g~,j+gl,k+gj, k+ 
# V(F)/2 (valid for all coloured graphs representing manifolds of dimension >~ 3). 
Remark B. Since 3-coloured edges of (F, y)= F(5~, a)) connect he vertices vi, v[ asso- 
ciated to the same crossing ci of 9, then a code (see [11]) for the represented 
3-manifold M3(K, o9) may simply be obtained by reading, in a fixed orientation of the 
plane, the number of the crossings to which the G-coloured arcs are incident around 
the R-coloured arcs, then the number of the crossings to which the B-coloured arcs are 
incident around the G-coloured arcs, and finally the number of the crossings to which 
the R-coloured arcs are incident around the B-coloured arcs. 
Remark C. For every 4-coloured graph (F,7), a presentation ofnl (K(F)) exists, where 
the generators are in bijection with the (arbitrarily oriented) c-coloured edges of F, but 
one (for some fixed csA3), and the relators are obtained by walking along the 
{c,i}-residues of F, for ieA3-{c} (see [4]). 
By applying this method to (F,7)=F(9,co), with c= 3, a presentation (X; R) for 
the fundamental group n l(M3(K, ~o)) of the covering manifold is directly obtained 
from the 3-coloured iagram (9, co) of K: the generators ofX are in bijection with the 
crossings of ~, but one, while the relators are in bijection with the arcs of 9, and are 
simply obtained by reading, in a fixed orientation of the plane, the number of the 
crossings to which the G-coloured (resp. B-coloured) (resp. R-coloured) arcs are 
incident around the R-coloured (resp. G-coloured) (resp. B-coloured) arcs. 
Let rbe  the class containing every 4-coloured graph F(9, co), for some 3-coloured 
diagram (9, m) of a knot K. As a consequence of Theorem 1 and of the well-known 
Hilden-Montesinos theorem, we obtain the possibility of representing every closed 
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orientable 3-manifold M 3 by an element of )'(see Corollary 2 in Section 1). On the 
other hand, finding, for every closed orientable 3-manifold, an element of 
Yrepresenting it,would yield to an alternative proof of Hilden-Montesinos theorem. 
Appendix: The case of double coverings 
In [5], a quick algorithm is given, to construct a crystallization (F,7)= F(~)  (i.e. 
a 4-coloured graph with 9i= 1 for every i~A3) of the (unique) 2-fold covering of ~3 
branched over a link L, directly 'drawn over' a bridge presentation ~ of L. This 
construction is substantially different to the general one ford-fold coverings described 
in [2], even if d= 2 is assumed; notwithstanding this, it is possible to pass from the 
latter to the former, in the following way. 
Let L be a link given by a bridge-presentation ~, with m bridges a1,~2 .. . . .  ~,, 
and rn arcs fll,fl2 . . . . .  tim; for each i=1,2 . . . . .  m, let hi~>0 (resp. h (>0)  be the 
number of undercrossings of the bridge ~ (resp. overcrossings of the arc riO, with 
~7'=x hi ~ =Y.7'=l h7 =n (the number of crossings of ~). It is easy to check that the 
4-coloured graph (F, 7) representing 5 3 and having L embedded in its 1-skeleton (see 
Section 2), contains h~- 1 ~> 0 1-dipoles of colour 2 for every arc fit; thus, a simplified 
graph (A, 2) may be considered, which consists of a (3,2,0)-graph L~ of length 4(h { + 1) 
for each bridge ~i and a (0,1,3)-graph Bi of length 4(h i + 1) for each arc fl~ of ~. Then, 
the 4-coloured graph (A, 2) representing the (unique) 2-fold covering of ~g3 branched 
over L is obtained by taking two copies A6 x {1}, A0 x {2} of the 3-coloured graph 
/16 and by drawing two 0-coloured edges, joining (v, 1) with (w, 2) and (v, 2) with (w, 1), 
for every 0-coloured edge in/1 joining v with w. 
Now, it is not difficult to prove that the pseudocomplex associated to /1 is 
a subdivision of the one associated to F(~), by splitting every 3-simplex of K(F(~))  
into a bipyramid consisting of four 3-simplices of K (A) represented by vertices of type 
(v, 1), (v', 1), (w, 2), (w', 2), where v' (resp. w') is 3-adjacent to v (resp. w) in / i  (see Fig. 8). 
J.' 
0 3' ©' 
3-simplex of K(F('P)) 
Fig. 8. 
bipyramid in K(~.) 
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